No two recycling programs are the same. Most collection centers and curbside services accept different things. 

**Be a recycling superhero!**

**Learn to recycle right!**

**THE BULK**
Are large or odd-sized plastic containers accepted?

**SPY-EYE**
Look for the right kinds of paper to recycle like newspaper and copy paper. Paper towels and tissue don’t belong in the bin.

**GLASS KIDDO**
Glass is tricky. It is accepted in some areas, but not in others. Check with your local program.

**IRON CAN**
Well, he’s really steel. Most centers accept steel soup cans with scrap metal. Double check before you put them in the bin.

**CAPTAIN AMERI-CAN**
Aluminum cans are almost universally accepted, but make sure to empty and rinse them thoroughly.

Find out what is accepted in your recycling program at [scdhec.gov/RecycleHereSC](http://scdhec.gov/RecycleHereSC)